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Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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ABSTRACT 
(R. Andrews~ 1~77) 

16-22 East Lee Street 
Hagerstown 
Washington County, Maryland 

WA- Hl/G- OfO 

circa 1894 

This group of five Picturesque row houses is an important 
example of late nineteenth century lower middle class domestic 
architecture in.Hagerstown. Erected about 1894, the frame building 
is primarily significant for its facade, an eclectic design of bay 
windows, colored glass, scroll brackets, and scalloped skirt boards. 
Few other local examples of this class of housing exhibit the degree 
of aestheticism evident in this row. Nearly original in condition, 
the facade (south elevation) is the most prominent visual element in 
this block of East Lee Street. 

The row was erected during a period of economic prosperity 
and industrial expansion. It was built as an investment for George B. 
McClellan Wolf (18 -1931), a Hagerstown contractor who purchased the 
property in 1893 and retained title to it at the time of his death. 
Among the occupations listed in the city directories for the early 
residents of this row are machinist, mechanic, printer, knitter, and 
stone cutter. 

By 1889 Hagerstown had emerged as the second manufacturing 
city in Maryland in terms of value of products. The city supported 
a variety of industries, the most important being machine shops, 
railroad repair ships, flour and grist mills, and the manufacture of 
furniture, knit goods, and organs. The population more than doubled 
over the turn of the century, from 6,627 in 1880 to 16,507 in 1910, 
creating a demand for more housing and denser land occupation. 

The property is identified in the deeds as Lot No. 9 in 
Heisters' Addition to Hagerstown. It was acquired by the present 
owners in 1975. 
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

Known as 16~22 East Lee Street in Hagerstown, Washington County, this 
group of row houses is located approximately three blocks south of 
Public Square and stands on the north side of the street near the center 
of the block formed by South Potomac and South Locust Streets. Included 
within this row are numbers 16, 16 1/2, 18, 20 and 22 East Lee Street. 

The building, built about 1894, is a 2 1/2 story rectangular frame 
structure with a shed roof divided into five dwelling units. Abutting 
the sidewalk, the building rests on a brick and stone foundation and 
has two inner open passageways leading from the street to the rear ele
vations. Typical of urban architecture, the decorative detailing is 
limited primarily to the facade. The building appears to be structur
ally sound and sheathed with clapboards. 

,Nearly original in condition, the facade or south elevation is divided 
into five units arranged in three sections corresponding to the open 
passageways through the interior. The west and middle sections consist 
of two mirror image units each. The east section has only one facade 
unit and is the one element which breaks the s:xrmmetry and rhyt:hm created 
by the other sections. This end section was probably added to the 
original design not for aesthetic.reasons but to fill the lot with rent
able space. The facade is held together as a whole by a low but sharply 
pitched mansard roof with a bracketed cornice. 

Each facade unit consists of a hooded single doorway and a two-story 
tripartite bay window crowned with a high gable roof. Th~ first story 
of the bay window is half of a hexagon with a window in each of the equal 
size parts. The bay window above is rectangular with two double front 
windows and blank sidewalls. The second story bay window is not as the 
first story bay window. A small, square window is located on the 
second story above the hooded doorway. 

The doorways have single doors, rectangular transoms and broad, flat 
surrounds with chamfering and strips of reeding. The transoms have 
ten square lights each and are flanked by single scroll brackets which 
support the hoods and terminate with ornamental pendants. The doors are 
wooden and have two rectangular molded raised panels in the lower por
tion and a multilight window above. The entranceways are reached by 
frame stoops with dado-like balustrades. 

The hoods over the doorways are actually a part of the pent roof which 
stretches across-the facade above the f1rst story, capping the lower 
bay windows and protecting the entranceways. The hood-image is fostered 
by the supporting scroll brackets below and pediments echoing the dor
mer gables above. 

I The principal windows of the facade have double-hung, wooden sashes 
with nine-over-one lights. The nine-light top sash has a large central 
rectangular light with narrow colored lights bordering on the sides 
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DESCRIPTION (continued) 

and square lights in the corners. This same arrangement is r~peated 
in the door windows except for the easternmost door in which the ori
ginal window has been replaced by a solid light. 

The rhythmic quality of facade is created through a combination of 
shapes and decorative detailing. The scalloped skirt boards of the 
second story windows add movement to the rhythm set by the placement 
of the bay windows and doorways. The angularity of the bay window 
gables which gives height to the facade is repeated in the door hoods 
and the entablatures of the square windows on the second floor. The 
quality is further enhanced by the scroll brackets, incised decoration 
in the pediments above the door hoods, bands, reedings, ornamental 
pendants and the half-timbering effect in the-bay window gables. 

The chimneys are constructed of brick and are situated toward the back 
of the building. Those readily visible from the street appear to be 
original. 

The mansard roof along the street appears to be sheathed with dark slate 
shingles with a decorative band of three rows laid in an imbricated 
pattern. 

The east side which is readily visible from the street because of an 
alley, has three windows on the first floor and two on the upper story. 
These windows have double-hung wooden sashes with two-over-two lights 
and are framed with post and lintel-type trim with bands of reeding 
decoration. 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE . ! 

This group of five Victorian row houses is an important example of late 
nineteenth century lower middle class domestic architecture ~n 
Hagerstown. Erected about 1894, the frame building is primarily signifi-. 
cant for its facade, an eclectic design of bay windows, colored glass, 
scroll brackets and scalloped skirt boards. Few other local examples 
of this class of housing exhibit the degree of aestheticism evident in 
this row. Nearly original in condition, the facade (south elevation) 
is the most prominent visual element in this block of East Lee Street. 

The row was erected during a period of economic prosperity and indus
trial expansion. It was built as an investment for George B. McClellan 

·T'Wolf (18 -1931), a Hagerstown contractor who purchased. the property in 
1893 and retained title to it until the time of his death.I Among the 
occupations listed in the city directories for the early residents of 
this row are machinist, mechanic, printer, knitter and stone cutter. 

By 1889 Hagerstown had emerged as the second manufacturing city in 
Maryland in terms of value of products.2 The city supported a variety 
of industries, the most important being machine shops, railroad repair 
ships, flour and grist mills and the manufacture of furniture, knit goods, 
and organs. The population more than doubled over the turn of the cen
tury, from 6,627 in 1880 to 16,507 in 1910, creating a demand for 
more housing and denser land occupation. 

The property is identified in the deeds as Lot No. 9 in Heisters' 
Addition to Hagerstown. It was acquired by the present owners in 1975. 

Deed Book 101, p. 279 and Deed Book 191, p. 145. 

2walsh and Fox, p. 431. 
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL~APPEARANCE 

Known as 16-22 East Lee Street in Hagerstown, Washington County, this group 
of row houses is located approximately th~ee blocks south of Public Square ~nd 
stands on the north side of the street near the center of the block formed by South 
Potomac and South Locust Streets. Included within this row are numbers 16, 16~, 
18, 20, and 22 East Lee Street. 

The building is a circa 1894 two and a half story frame, rectangular structure 
with a shed roof and divided into five dwelling units with Picturesque facades 
(south elevation). Abutting the sidewalk, the building rests on a brick and stone 
foundation and has two inner open passageways leading from the street to the rear 
elevations. Typical of urban architecture, the decorative detailing is limited 
primarily to the facade. The building appears to be structurally sound and sheathed 
with clapboards. 

Nearly original in condition, the facade or south elevation is divided into 
five units arranged into three sections corresponding to the open passageways 
through the interior. The west and middle sections consist of two mirror image 
units each. The east section has only one facade unit and is the one element which 
breaks the symmetry and rhythm created by the other sections. This end section 
was probably added to the original design not for aesthetic reasons but for an 
economic reason to fill the lot with rentable space. The facade is held together 
as a whole by a low but sharply pitched mansard roof with a bracketed cornice. 

Each facade unit consists of a hooded single doorway and a two story 
tripartite bay window crowned with a high gable roof. The first story of the bay 
window is a half of a hexagon with a window in each of the equal size parts. The 
bay window above is rectangular with two double front windows and blank sidewalls. 
The second story bay window is not as deep as the first story bay window. A small, 
square window is located on the second story above the hooded doorway. 

The doorways have single doors, rectangular transoms, and broad, flat 
surrounds with chamfering and strips of reeding. The transoms have ten square 
lights each and are flanked by single scroll brackets which support the hoods and 
terminate with ornamental pendants. The doors are wooden and have two rectangular 
molded raised panels in the lower portion and a multilight window above. The 
entranceways are reached by frame stoops with dado-like balustrades. 

The hoods over the doorways are actually a part of a pent roof which 
stretches across the facade above the first story, capping the lower bay windows 
and protecting the entranceways. The hood-image is fostered by the supporting 
scroll brackets below and pediments echoing the dormer gables above. 

The principal windows of the facade have double-hung, wooden sashes with 
nine-over-one lights. The nine-light top sash has a large center rectangular light 
with narrow colored lights bordering on the sides and square lights in the corners. 
This same light arrangement is repeated in the door windows except for the 
easternmost door in which the original window has been replaced by a solid light. 

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET 
CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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The Picturesque quality of the facade is created through a 
combination of shapes and decorative detailing. The scalloped skirt 
boards of the second story windows add movement to the rhythm set by 
the placement of the bay w1~ndows and doorways. The angularity of the 
bay window gables which give height to the facade is repeated in the 
door hoods and the entablatures of the square windows on the second 
floor. The quality is further enhanced by the scroll brackets, 
incised decoration in the pediments above the door hoods, bands, reed
ings, ornamental pendants, and the half-timbering effect in the bay 
window gables. 

The chimneys are constructed brick and are situated toward 
the back of the building. Those readily visible from the street 
appear to be original. 

The mansard roof along the street appears to be sheathed with 
dark slate shingles with a decorative band of three rows laid in an 
imbricated pattern. 

The east side which is readily visible from the street because 
of an alley, has three windows on the first floor and two on the upper 
story. These windows have double-hung wooden sashes with two-over-two 
lights and are framed with post and lintel-type trim with bands of 
reeding decoration. 

SEE CHAIN OF TITLE 
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SPECIFIC DATES circa 1894 BUILDER/ARCHITECT George B. Mee. Wolf, builder 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

This group of five Picturesque row houses is an important example of late 
nineteenth century lower middle class domestic architecture in Hagerstown. Erected 
about 1894, the frame building is primarily significant for its facade, an eclectic 
design of bay windows, colored glass, scroll brackets, and scalloped skirt boards. 
Few other local examples of this class of housing exhibit the degree of aestheti
cism evident in this row. Nearly original in condition, the facade (south 
elevation) is the most prominent visual element in this block of East Lee Street. 

The row was erected during a period of economic prosperity and industrial 
expansion. It was built as an investment for George B. McClellan Wolf (18 -1931), 
a Hagerstown contractor who purchased the property in 1893 and retained title to it 

/'- at the time of his death.1 Among the occupations listed in the city directories 
for the early residents of this row are machinist, mechanic, printer, knitter, and 
stone cutter. 

By 1889 Hagerstown had emerged as the second manufacturing city in Maryland 
in terms of value of products.2 The city supported a variety of industries, the 
most important being machine shops, railroad repair shops, flour and grist mills, 
and the manufacture of furniture, knit goods, and organs. The population more 
than doubled over the turn of the century, from 6,627 in 1880 to 16,507 in 1910, 
creating a demand for more housing and denser land occupation. 

The property is identified in the deeds as Lot No. 9 in Heisters' Addition 
to Hagerstown. It was acquired by the present owners in 1975. 

1oeed Book lOi~ p. 279 and Deed Book 191, p. 145. 
2walsh and Fox, p. 431. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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The property measures approximately 68 1 x 65'. 

VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES 

STATE COUNTY 

STATE COUNTY 
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Ronald L. Andrews, Historic Preservation Consultant (mbe) 
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DATE 

January 11, 1977 
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STATE 
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The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created 
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the 
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
1974 Supplement. 

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information 
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights. 
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16-22 East Lee Street 
Hagerstown 
Washington County, ~iaryland 

HISTORICAL CHAIN OF TITLE (Washington County Land Records) 

Book 600, p. 786 
28 August 1975 
grantor: William T. Layman, representative of estate of 

J. Walter Layman (died J May 1975) 
grantees Lisle T. Cramer and wife Ruann R. 

Book J51, p. J28 
25 September 1959 
grantora Ralph R. Richard and wife Lea B. 
granteea J. Walter Layman 

~ook 221, p. 241 
8 December 1942 
grantora Russell B. Young and wife Edyth M. 
grantee: Ralph R. Richard and wife Lea B. 

Book 191, p. 14.5 
23 April 1932 
grantor: Effie Maude Wolf et al, executors of estate of 

George B. Mee. Wolf 
grantee: Russell B. Young and wife Edyth M. 
property is part of lot conveyed to Wolf in 1893 by Catharine 

Liebold but said deed did not state that the said Wolf had 
previously conveyed the esaternmost 68 feet of entire tract 
and had subsequently reacquired this parcel in 1915 from 
Harry K. Powles 

Book 101, p. 279 
15 December 189J 
grantor: Catharine Liebold 
grantee: George B. McClellan Wolf 
sum: $,J,600 
65' along South Potomac Street and 205• along East Lee Street 
known as Lot No. 9 in Heister's Addition to Hagerstown 

Book L. B. N. No. l (65), p. 290 
24 November 1865 
grantora Samuel Hostetter and wife Martha 
grantee: Catharine Liebold 
sum: $925 
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